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ABSTRACT: Juvenile blue mussels Mytilus edulis were cultivated in flow-through aquaria to investigate the influence of dissolved cadmium on cadmium accumulation (in terms of the Cd/shell-wt index).
Where the ratio (by weight) of dissolved Zn to Cd remains within the range 25:l to 60:1, accumulation of
Cd is not significantly influenced by dissolved Zn. Higher levels of concomitant Zn reduce the Cd/shellwt index. A lower ratio of Zn to Cd may slightly increase Cd accumulation. The Cd/shell-wt index is
proportional to ambient levels of dissolved Cd up to 100 yg 1-' There were no significant effects on
growth up to ca 30 pg 1-' Cd. Results corresponded to earlier experimental work and to field
surveillance data reported in the literature. A procedure is suggested by which the concentration of
dissolved Cd In natural environments may be estimated from 'mussel watch' data (Cd body burden,
shell weight) and salinity. Cd accumulation in the mussel is described by the integral of the Cd/shell-rut
index with growth of shells by weight. A model of biochemical accumulation of metals requires
laboratory and field transplant experiments to be designed such that considerable growth is allowed in a
new environment in order to approximate a new balance of metal residues in organisms in relation to
ambient levels.

INTRODUCTION
The 'mussel watch' (Goldberg 1975) approach to
coastal water quality control is based on the chemical
analysis of contaminant residues in the tissues of
bivalve molluscs. 'Mussel watch' programmes have
been initiated in many parts of the world, but unreflected 'mussel madness' has received severe criticism
(White 1984). It becomes increasingly clear that initial
studies are required to prove the indicator ability of
organisms to be used in monitoring: 'There is no justification for simply assuming that any new untested
species can act as a n efficient bio-indicator' (Phillips &
Segar 1986). The mussel is neither a new nor an
untested indicator. Nevertheless it may be justified to
concentrate research effort on this species. There is a
rapidly growing amount of data from ongoing surveys
using mussels, and a sound basis for interpretation of
these data is urgently needed.
The investigations reported here represent the final
phase of one research line on the mussel a s a n indicator
of cadmium.
(1)The initial stage of this project was a methodological field survey. Results suggested that the shell
weight of molluscs could be used as a n independent
variable in relation to the soft-tissue burden of cadO Inter-Research/Printed in F. R. Germany

mium and other contaminants with long biological halflives. The so-called Cd/shell-wt index is independent
of conditions such as nutritional state, spawning, or
tidal exposure which produce much fluctuation in (conventional) soft-tissue concentration data (Fischer 1983).
( 2 ) Laboratory cultivation studies on the influences of
temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen provided
experimental confirmation of the new approach, a n d
a n explanation of salinity effects on the Cd balance of
mussels. The effect of salinity can now be quantified
and eliminated. Results suggested further that growth
of organisms must be included in the experimental
design to approximate a n equilibrated state of tissue
residues in relation to environmental metal levels
(Fischer 1986a).
(3) The experimental studies reported here refer to
metal contamination. The similar chemical properties
of the transition metals Zn and Cd mean that the former
element requires special consideration with respect to
interaction with Cd accumulation. Finally, the potential
of mussels to indicate dissolved C d 1s documented. A
procedure is suggested whereby the concentration of
Cd in natural coastal environments may b e estimated
from 'mussel watch' data.
General considerations relate to a coherent
methodology of empirical evidence, adequate model-
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ling, and experimental verification in research and
field work on molluscs as biological i.ndicators of contaminants.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Laboratory rearing
Preparations. Juvenile blue mussels Nlytilus edulis
L. were selected from natural populations found on
wooden pilings in Kieler Forde, Western Baltic Sea.
They were adapted for 2 wk to experimental conditions
of temperature (15 to 16 "C, i.e. close to the optimum),
salinity (15 %o, corresponding to summer values in surface water of Kieler Bucht) and dissolved metals. Solutions of metal chlorides were added to give the desired
concentrations of Zn and Cd. The water was replaced
every 3rd day after the mussels had cleared a suspension of green algae given as food. Where juvenile
mussels were exposed to high levels of dissolved metals, their normal behaviour of crawling upwards and
attaching to the substratum (the walls of glass beakers)
was observed to b e impaired after a few days. The
lowest concentrations leading to this effect were chosen a s the upper limits of metal dosage in the respective growth studies.
Cultivation. Healthy individuals were placed in
small flow-through aquaria and exposed to dissolved
heavy metals. The mussels were continuously fed an
algal suspension until the majority had grown to 5
times their initial weight or more (Fig. 1).
Experimental waterwas prepared twice weekly from
filtered (20 ym mesh) natural seawater taken from Kieler
Forde (containing ca 0.07 yg 1-' Cd and 3 ~ c g1-' Zn;
Kremling et al. 1979; a lower dissolved Cd level was
measured in September 1984). Salinity was adjusted
with deionized water and standard solutions of metal
chlorides were added. The water was provided in poly-

ethylene containers for continuous delivery by a peristaltic pump, together with an algal suspension as food.
Algal food was supplied from a chemostat culture of
the coccal green Nannochloris sp., using nutrients
according to Betz (1977) but strictly avoiding synthetic
chelators. All aquaria in an experiment received the
same amount of feed algae, corresponding to the same
initial amount of Mytilus eduhs biomass.
Flow rates were chosen to meet filtration rates of
juvenile mussels as reported by Rusgdrd et al. (1980).
Test aquaria contained 10 to 20 individuals in a volume
of 600 ml. Water exchange was u p to 1200 m1 d-', plus
150 m1 d-' from algal feeding.
Metal concentrations were adjusted with commercial standard solutions (Merck*) according to measured
flow rates of experimental water in relation to algae
suspension. The coefficient of variation in the ratio
between experimental water and algal food was 2.3 to
5.4 %. Filtration tests with '09cd and 65Zn showed that
(1) virtually all metal added (>97 %) remained in the
'dissolved' phase (<0.4 ym), and (2) calculated metal
concentrations can be relied upon within the precision
of volumetric dosing.
Analytical steps
After 1 d without food in order to eliminate gut contents, the mussels were killed by wet heat at 60 "C. Soft
tissue was removed from the shells and placed individually in polyethylene vials. Shells were dried overnight and weighed. Soft tissue was freeze-dried, ovendried at 100°C for 2 h, and weighed. It was then
digested in quartz test tubes, with loose teflon lids, by a
1:1 mixture of concentrated nitric and perchlonc acids
for 8 h at 220 "C (which was found to be neccessary to
analyse Zn not the subject of this study). The samples
were diluted with double-distilled water and analysed
for Cd by flameless atomic absorption spectroscopy.
Marine b~ological tissue reference material TORT-1
(National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada) was analysed to provide analytical quality control. Participation
in the ICES 7th Round Intercalibration for Trace Metals
in Biological Tissue indicated that results were acceptable (Berman & Boyko 1987).
-

Calculations

Fig. l . Flow-through system for cultivating juvenile mussels In
different concentrat~onsof &ssolved metals. W: water; F: feed
algae chemostat; P: peristaltic pump; A: aquaria. Brackets:
Some Cd concentrations as pre-determined from flow rates

Calculations are based on the dry weight of soft
tissues and shells. Data differing from arithmetic means
by more than 3 standard deviations were eliminated as
outliers. Error terms in comparisons relate to the 95 a/u
confidence intervals of mean values.
Accumulation of Cd by the mussel is given in terms
of the Cd/shell-wt index, i.e. the amount of Cd in the
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soft tissue in relation to the weight of the shells (Fischer
1983).Data relate to the respective experimental increments. Experimental data were not normalized to a
standard individual size.
Before experiments were started, ca 20 juveniles
were examined for shell weight as a function of shell
length (Eq. l ) ,and for meat weight as a function of shell
weight (Eq. 2). The coefficients were used to estimate
the initial weight of soft tissue and shells of individuals
grown under experimental conditions on the basis of
their initial shell length.
shell wt
meat wt

=
=

a shell length2-85
b shell wt

soft tissue wt
soft tissue wt + shell wt

X

100

1

(1)
(2)

Final weight divided by initial weight was calculated
as a measure of growth under experimental condihons.
A condition index (Cl) is given in terms of soft tissue
as a percentage of total dry weight (Eq. 3).
C1 =

Mytilus edulis

(3)
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Fig. 2. A/lytilusedulis. Effect of the ratio of dissolved Zn to Cd on
Cd accumulation by n~ussels( 6 wk cultivation, temperature 15
"C, salinity 15 'Iba) Where the ratio of these metals remains in a
range often found in natural coastal environments (shaded),
dissolved Zn has little effect on C d accumulation by the mussel
(2 experiments, 95 % confidence intervals of means)

RESULTS
Influence of dissolved zinc o n cadmium accumulation
Experimental approach
Laboratory rearing experiments were performed
with a basic Cd concentration of 1 pg I-'. Dosage of Zn
was adjusted to result in ratios of Zn to Cd between 3 : l
(no Zn added) and 100:l after dilution of water supply
with algae suspension added as food. The final ratios of
dissolved Zn to Cd (as calculated from measured flow
rates) were somewhat different from those intended.
The experiments were terminated after 6 wk. By this
time the pooled live weight of juvenile mussels had
increased by factors of between 5 and 7. Final shell
length was ca 14 mm, with an average weight of 80 mg.
There was no mortality.

Observations
Cadmium accumulation. Cadmium accumulation by
mussels, in terms of the Cd/sheU-wt index, was modified by the ratio of dissolved Cd to Zn (Fig. 2). Tissue
residues in relation to shell weight were slightly
increased over the control group (no Zn added) when
excess Zn was present in a ratio to Cd of ca 15:l by
weight (corresponding to a molar ratio of 30:l). When
the ratio of dissolved Zn to Cd was in the range of 25: 1
to 60:l there was no significant difference in Cd
accumulation. Higher levels of concomitantly dissolved

Zn depressed the Cd/shell-wt index of the mussel significantly (p< 0.05). A second experiment confirmed
these findings.
Growth and condition. Data (Table 1) showed that
the growth of juvenile mussels during laboratory cultivation was within the range observed in natural popul a t i o n ~in the Kieler Forde (Boje 1965). Experimental
increments of soft tissue were approximately the same
in all experimental regimes. There were some significant (p< 0.05) differences in the calculated increases of
shell weight. Greater experimental increments were
recorded in mussels from the lowest level of dissolved
Zn, and reduced shell deposition was measured in
specimens grown in 95 yg l-' Zn together with 1 yg I-'
Cd. Condition indices were inversely correlated with
differences in shell formation.

Dependency of cadmium accumulation o n ambient
concentration
Experimental approach
Dosage of cadmium chloride standard solution to
experimental water was adjusted to produce a geometric sequence of Cd concentrations (factor 2) up to
500 ~g 1 - l . This level of dissolved Cd had impaired
crawling behaviour in the preliminary tests.
Laboratory cultivation was terminated after 9.4 wk.
Pooled live weight of mussels exposed to the lower
range of experimental Cd levels increased by ca 500 O/O
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Table 1. Mytilus edulis juveniles, final length 14 mm. Relative growth by weight (final/initial), and condition in different ratios of
dissolved Zn to Cd. Cultivation for 6 wk, temperature 15OC, salinity 15%. Means f 9 5 % confidence intervals; n = 9 throughout
Metals:
1-7

Zn
Cd

3
1

28
1

6.96
fi 1.46
ns

7.29

7.16

f 1.32
ns

k 2.12

f 3.02
ns

7.31
f 1.51

5.65
f 2.30

5 85
2 1.55

ns

ns

ns

ns

14.5
f 2.3

17.4
2.1

18.2
f 4.6

17.2
2.0

17.8
f 2.8

ns

ns

ns

ns

Growth of meat (Wf/W,)

Growth of shells (W,/W,)

Condition Index (% meat)

72
1

14
1

7.27

+

of initial weight. The final shell length was ca 12 mm,
with a n average weight of 65 mg. All individuals
exposed to 460 yg I-' died by the 3rd week. Survival at
the end of exposure to 220 pg 1-' was 40 O/O, but 5 of 7
individuals decreased in soft-tissue weight.

50
1

ns

7.11

6.82

+ 1.44

+

4.92
0.65

5.98

f 1.27

20.5

17.7

? 2.0

f 2.9

Mytilus edulis
looO

/f'

Cd in Soft T i s s u e

Observations
Cadmium accumulation. The Cd/shell-wt index of
mussels, calculated from experimental increments, was
directly proportional to dissolved Cd (Fig. 3). Regression analysis of log-transformed data resulted in an
intercept of 1.58 k 0.46 (slope not significantly different from 1; r = 0.9919). Hence, the Cd/shell-wt index of
mussels grown in 1 p.g 1-' dissolved Cd would be 4.85
w t h an asymmetric 95 % confidence interval of 3.06 to
7.67. Linear regression analysis of non-transformed
data gave a slope of 6.35 +_ 0.54 (n = 64; intercept not
significantly different from 0; r = 0.9492). This value
corresponds to results of other rearing experiments
(Fischer 1986a, this study, Fig 2). Similar data were
obtained in a second experiment.
No reliable Cd/shell-wt index could be calculated
from analytical data on mussels from 220 11g 1-' dissolved Cd because only 2 specimens had grown. Tissue
concentration data of 7 individuals surviving at the end
of experimental exposure indicated that Cd accumulation was disproportionately low.
Growth and condition. Experimental increments in
soft-tissues and shells were approximately the same in
mussels grown in Cd levels up to 30 k~g1-' with the
exception of significantly greater shell growth in 1.8 pg
1-' (correspondingly lower CI; Table 2). Higher levels
of dissolved Cd affected the growth of mussels,
depending on the Cd concentration in the culture
water. These mussels received more food in relation to
their smaller size, which increased the Cl. (Only 2 of 7
individuals surviving 9.4 wk exposure to 220 yg I-'

f 1.75

ns

5.87
f 1.09

+

7.10

+ 1.12

ns

6.54
f 1.14

Grand mean
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Fig. 3. Mytilus edulis. Effects of dissolved Cd on Cd accumulation and relative growth (9.4 wk cultivation, temperature
15 "C, salinity 15 %). Cd accurnulat~onis proportional to dissolved Cd. Growth of shells by weight (final/initial) is not
affected by dissolved Cd up to 40 pg I-' (Cd/shell-wt index
calculated, other curves fitted by hand; 95 'h confidence
intervals of means)

dissolved Cd remained able to utilize food. Their CIs
were 18.6 and 19.3.)
Significance of results
Approach
Information concerning the significance of experimental results reported here is sought by (1)extrapolating experimental data to realistic environmental condi-
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Table 2. i ~ l y t i l u sedulis juveniles, final length 12 mm. Relatlve growth by weight (final/~nlhal),a n d condition In response to
dissolved cadmium. Cultivation for 9.4 wk. temperature 15'C, salinity 15%. Means f 95 % confidence intervals; n = 15 if not
otherwise given
Cadmium
(CKJI-')

0.04

Growth of meat (W,/Wi)

4.79
t 0.43
ns

Growth of shells (W,/Wi)

6.04
i 0.53
ns

Condition Index (% meat)

12.1
f0.8
ns

tions, and (2) recalculating observations from the field
to the conditions of laboratory studies. Calculations
relate to a Cd/shell-wt index of 5 pg g-l. This is the
experimental value of mussels grown in 1 yg 1-' Cd
(Fig. 3), corrected for a realistic excess of dissolved Zn
with respect to Cd (Fig. 2, shaded).

Comparative evaluation
Extrapolation of experimental observations. Analytical data can b e recalculated for most salinities relevant
to mussel watch programmes, because the Cd/shell-wt
index is inversely proportional to salinity in the range
of 15 to 30 "(H, (slightly lower values at 35 'A; Fischer
1986a). Hence the standard mussel ( l g shell) when
grown in 30 %O salinity with 1 wg 1-' dissolved Cd would
contain 2.5 pg Cd in its soft tissues. Coastal seawater
contains ca 50 ng 1-' dissolved Cd. Since values are
proportional, the corresponding Cd/shell-wt index is
0.13 ~g g-l. Assuming a value of 7 for the ratio between
shell weight and meat dry weight, the corresponding
soft-tissue Cd concentration would be 0.9 pg g-' - a
Cd concentration commonly encountered in the
mussel.
Recalculation of field data. In addition to data referred to previously (Fischer 1986a), further information
from field surveys is found in the literature. Original
data have been recalculated for the conditions of this
study as follows (Table 3). Hypothetical Cd/shell-wt
indices were calculated from soft-tissue concentration,
assuming ratios of shell: meat according to sampling
sites and seasons reported. These values were
corrected for 15 salinity and divided by original data
on dissolved Cd. Hence, the recalculated data relate to
1 pg 1-I Cd in 15 %" salinity. They are close to the Cd/
shell-wt index of mussels experimentally grown in this
regime (this study).

Grand
mean

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Influence of dissolved zinc o n cadmium accumulation
The possibility of interactions between contaminants
on accumulation is a major source of uncertainty in the
'n~usselwatch' approach to environmental monitoring
(Phillips 1980). Cd and Zn have similar chemical properties. The existence of functional interrelationships
(reviews: Vallee & Ulmer 1972, Kagi & Nordberg 1979)
suggest interdependencies concerning body burdens.
The controlled growth experiments reported here
confirm that Cd is inadequately indicated by the mussel
where disproportionately high levels of Zn increase the
ratio between dissolved Zn and Cd (Bryan & Gibbs
1983).Contamination dominated by Cd lowers this ratio
and Cd accumulation may be slightly elevated. However, significantly higher Cd/shell-wt indices in mussels
from 15 yg 1-' Zn together with 1 ~ i gI-' Cd could also
result from a general stimulative effect of Zn on life
functions (Vallee 1978) rather than from the ratio of Zn
to Cd per se. Since the overall variability of individual
data would swamp effects in the order of 25 O/O of means,
modification of Cd accumulation by a ratio of dissolved
Zn to Cd lower than 'normal' (see below) is probably
unimportant for 'mussel watch' programmes.
Coastal seawater contains Zn and Cd in a ratio (by
weight) between 30:l and 40:l (Chester & Stoner 1974,
Boyden 1975, Kremling et al. 1979, NRCC 1985). A
greater proportion of Zn has been measured in gross
industrial and domestic effluents (e.g. IAWR 1980, LASH 1979-1982, Carlson 1986). A Zn:Cd ratio of 133:l is
considered typical for the North Sea coast of the United
Kingdom (Department of the Environment 1987). In
general, however, the ratio of Zn to Cd in nearshore
seawater appears to remain in a range where the
accumulation of Cd by the mussel is not significantly
modified by changes of this ratio (Fig. 2, shaded).
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Table 3. Mytilus edulis as an indicator of cadmium. Tissue concentration data in relation to dissolved Cd, from the literature.
recalculated for (hypothetical) Cd/shell-wt indices under standard conditions of 15% salinity and 1 ~cgI-' Cd
Location

Poole
Bay, UK

Dissolved
cadmium
(MI-')

Cd in mussel
soft-tissue
(119g - l )

)

0.13

3.7 k 0 . 5 '
65

0.1
0.1
0.2

Hypothetical
Cd/shell-wt
index
(119g-')

Local
salinity

(Xo)

Cd/shell-wt
ind, corrected
for 15 Xn
salinity
(big g-ll

Cdkhell-wt ~ n din
. 15 %
corr. for l fig I-' Cd
(cKIg-'1

l:lOc

Poole
Harbour, UK

mean

5.7

Baie de
Bourgneuf.
France

mean

0.13

0.37

+ 13a

1:5.5"

11.8

1.15~

1:4.ge

0.24

34?
32'
32.5'

0.84
25.2
0.52

6.5
4.4

'

mean

Wadden
Sea, NE
of Sylt, FRG

0.028
0.056
0.015'

0.0P

ca 0.04
to 100

0.24
(measured)

18

0.29~

r.
II

c

7c

4.0
*

Kieler Bucht,
FRG

This study

Ratio
meat
to shell

4.1

<

-

. @
+I

0

4

+l
E

rr;

v

0.07
30
0.10
0.06 (measured)

0.14
0.20
0.12~

15

5.0
3.6
8.0

,

5.1
? 0.41

Boyden (1975)
Berthet et a1 (1984)
Assumed to correspond to Wadden Sea, late winter, tidally exposed (Fischer 1983)
Assumed to correspond to Wadden Sea, late winter, submersed (Fischer 1983)
Calculated from Fischer (Oceanic Processes in Mar. Pollut. Vol. 4, In press) and Berthet et al. (1984)
Amiard pers. comm.
g Kremling et al. (1979)
h Fischer (1986a)
Sperling (1985)
This study Fig. 3. corrected for a Zn: Cd ratio of 30: 1
? Assumed value according to sampling site reported

'

J

Dependency of cadmium accumulation on ambient
concentration
Biological contaminant monitoring depends on a
positive interrelation between residues in organisms
and environmental contamination. Ideally, there
should be a proportional interrelation with a constant
slope to allow a numerical estimate of environmental
contaminant levels on the basis of residues in biota.
This study provides experimental evidence that C d
accumulation by the mussel is proportional to dissolved
Cd from baseline levels found in coastal waters to
concentrations inhibiting growth. The capacity of
mussels to bind a n d store Cd is illustrated by tissue
concentrations as high a s 1000 pg g-I without notable
effects on growth. The corresponding Cd/shell-wt
index was 200 kig g-l This is 3 orders of magnitude
higher than that found in mussels from the Western
Baltic Sea (Fischer 1 9 8 6 ~ ) .
It has been emphasized before (Fischer 1986a) that
the normal physiological functions of organisms must

be sustained if reliable information is sought from
experimental studies. The observation of lower Cd
accumulation from detrimental ambient levels (Fig. 3)
may be interpreted correspondingly. In this context, it
is possible that toxic ambient Zn levels may affect Cd
accumulation irrespective of the Zn:Cd ratio (laboratory tests: Phillips 1976, Jackim et al. 1977; field exposure: Bryan & Gibbs 1983; laboratory growth study:
Fischer 1986b).
If the potential of organisms to monitor dissolved
metals is limited under conditions ultimately lethal to
them, it could b e misleading to emphasize the hardiness of mussels to survive in the laboratory as a basic
pre-requisite for a n indicator organism (e.g. Phillips
1980). 'The amount of knowledge produced on the
short-term performance of dying, diseased, shocked
and malnourished marine animals is impressive' (Kinne
1984), and there is probably no acute need to increase
it further The opposite view may be seen in the original argument of Butler et al. (1971): 'Molluscs adapt
readily to laboratory culture (emphasis mine) and can

Flschel blytllus edulls a s a cadmium ~ n d ~ c a t o r

be transplanted to fleld statlons varylng quite widely in
hydrographic conditions'. Maintenance for scientific
purposes has been class~fiedas a minimum level of
cultjvation techniques (Kinne 1970) General usage of
the term implies improvement, development, and
growth.
Significance of results
The experimental design of the studies reported here
corresponds to the standard monovariable approach of
laboratory investigations. Results of Cd accumulation
(Fig. 3) are ca 20 % higher than they would be if Zn had
been present in a realistic excess with respect to Cd
(Fig. 2). Experimental results corrected for this value
correspond to data from field Investigations. In addition
to the conclusions on the influence of Zn, this suggests
that interactions with other metals present in the
natural environment may not be very important in
general.
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divide by average salinity of sampling site (Xo)
to yield the Cd/shell-wt index in 15 %O (pg g-l)
(2)
- Estimate average dissolved Cd of sampling site:
Divide (2) by the reference value of 5 ( ~ gg- ' /
1-19I-') to yield dlssolved Cd (llg 1 - l )
The bias of the procedure suggested here 1s assumed
to be within 20 %,. Residual variability of field data 1s in
the same range if sample size is small, i.e. ca 10 individuals. Considering this degree of uncertainty,
estimating chemical water quality by means of biological indicator-s appears to be outdated by the rapid
advances in analytical marine chemistry. It may be
recalled, however, that changes In average contaminant levels cannot be detected by sporadic water analyses - a principal limitation of the water chemistry
approach which gave rise to the 'mussel watch' concept
(Goldberg et al. 1978).

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Quantitative bio-monitoring of dissolved cadmium

Methodological problems in contaminant
monitoring

Research on Cd accumulation by the mussel has
reached a stage where it appears feasible to estimate
dissolved Cd concentrations in coastal water from
'mussel watch' data. The basic data required are: Cd
burden of soft tissues (pg),weight of the shells ( g ) ,and
average salinity of the sampling site (Oh).The ratio (by
weight) between dlssolved Zn and Cd should be within
25 to 60. Calculatory steps are as follows.
- Calculate the Cd/shell-wt index (pg g - l )
(1)
- Correct average salinity of sampling site:
and
Mult~ply(1) by reference salinity (15

Though many exceptions give rise to questioning the
'mussel watch' idea from a scientific point of view,
general experience from field surveys suggest that
metal levels In n~olluscscome to reflect those in coastal
seawater. Obviously some equilibrium does exist
between organisms a n d their natural environment.
Experimental studies, however, have not been successful In providing corresponding evidence. Tissue concentrations increased throughout exposure periods,
even in the longer-term studles with low dlssolved
metal concentrations (Cd: von Westernhagen et al.

"crl)

Table 4 Heavy metals In filter feeders. Divergency of results can b e attributed to a n experimental set-up of laboratory uptake
studies not corresponding to a balanced state of organisms wlth respect to metals in their environment
Laboratory uptake s t u d ~ c s

Field or laboratory growth

Biological half-life short"."'
More uptake when cont~nuouslysubmersedh
Uptake rate higher when glven foodk,',"',"
Uptake proport~onalto dissolved ZnP,q,r
Uptake related to ionlc speciationY

Biolog~calhalf-life long",e,',"
Tissue concentration lower in subtidal samples',' l
Tissue concentration lower in well-fed s a r n p l e ~ ' ~ ~
Zn inadequately i n d ~ c a t e d ' ~ " . " . " . ~
Accurnulatlon related to dissolved amount"

" Pentreath

(1973)
Sturesson (1978)
C Scholz (1980)
" Kerfoot & Jacobs (1976)
Greig & Wenzloff (1978)
Fischer (1983)
'; Uthe & Chou (1987)
'' Coleman (1980)
' d e Wolf (1975)

'

Lobe1 & Wrlght (1982)
Fowler & Benayoun (1976)
Janssen & Scholz (1979)
"' Kohler & h i s g 6 r d (1982)
" Borchardt (1985)
" Amlard et a1 (1986)
P d Sdva & Kureishy (1978)
George & P l r ~ e(1980)
Carpene & George (1981)
1

"
'

Boyden (1975)
Young et al. (1979)
U Phlllips & Yim (1981)
" Klumpp & Burdon-Jones (1982)
'"Phillips (1985)
" Fischer (1986b)
Engel & Fowler (1979)
Fischer (1986a)

'
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1978, Zaroogian 1980, Ward 1982). Many results from
laboratory studies are even in contrast to field observations (Table 4 ) .
Differences between field observations and laboratory results may b e attributed to the dominance of
short-term s t u d ~ e sin experimental work. The 'uptake
a n d loss' type of laboratory studies appears to be governed by the assumption that metals 'equilibrate'
between the environment and the tissues of organisms.
The corresponding model (Pentreath 1973, Adema
1980) presumes partition equilibria resulting from a
balance of uptake and loss. This model predicts rapid
loss in a clean environment if uptake had been rapid
(see Fig. 5b).
Experimental gradients of dissolved metals may produce 'kinetics' of uptake and loss, but in most metals
release plays virtually no role if they were acquired
from low ambient levels in the field or the laboratory
(Cd: Kerfoot & Jacobs 1976, Greig Pc Wenzloff 1978,
Uthe & Chou 1987). Metals can be bio-chemically complexed a n d retained by molluscs ( reviews: Simkiss Pc
Mason 1983, Viarengo 1985). This interferes with
exchange and equilibration in response to fluctuation
of ambient levels. In general, a model of physicochemical partition does not apply to the behaviour of
metals in molluscs.
Using a n inadequate model may result in confusion.
In this context, radiochemical studies require critical
consideration. The radlo-labelIing method depends on
complete exchange of isotopes, and partition equilibrium has been implied in relation to metals (e.g.
Preston 1971, Pentreath 1973). Since these basic
assumptions are not applicable in relation to all heavy
metals, conclusions depending on them are questionable, viz. those on uptake routes and biological halflives.
Modelling metal accumulation
Different transfer rates of metals between organismic
compartments, a n d a 'more or less irreversible' type of
binding in one of them, have been proposed by KeFkeS
et al. (1968).Their diagram has been modified to visualize a conclusion from the original text (Fig. 4 ) : if
there is virtually no exchange of metals between the
organismic store and the environment, there must be a
net flux of metals through the exchangeable compartment to the irreversibly bound pool. This model
appears sultable to illustrate both laboratory and f ~ e l d
results on the uptake of metals by molluscs. Short-term
experimental studies relate predominantly to the
exchangeable fraction of metals in organisms, while
binding and storage are more important under field
conditions.
Cd and many other metals are accumulated (in a

-

----

Ambient Metals

I

Organismic Metals

l

Fig. 4. Diagram of metal transfer and storage in molluscs
according to KeekeS et al. (1968) (modfied with permission of
the authors). Organismic binding results in a net inflow of
metals

strict sense of the term) in molluscs, in that bio-chemical binding and storage results in tissue loads increasing with time. If growth is excluded from the experimental design, the rates of metal uptake are constant
a n d proportional to dissolved concentrations (reviews:
Simkiss & Mason 1983, Bryan 1984),but tissue concentrations increase continuously without approximating a
final level (Fig. 5c). This pattern has been obsemed in
many experimental studies on Cd and other cumulative
metals (see also Friedrich & Fdice 1976, Kerfoot &
Jacobs 1976, Ritz et al. 1982, King & Davies 1987).
When replacing the conventional time scale (Fig. 5c)
by growth of the independent variable (Fig. 5d) in a
model of cumulative bindlng and storage, it becomes
evident that a new equilibrated state of metal levels in
organisms may be approximated, depending on growth
under new conditions. The relative constancy of metal
concentrations in field-collected bivalves results from
concomitant growth of soft tissues which compensates
the successive uptake.
It may be recalled that the soft-tissue weight of
molluscs is too variable to provide a n appropriate independent variable in relation to Cd and other cumulative metals. Shell weight has been suggested as a n
organismic correlate of a similar cumulative character
(Fischer 1983). According to a model of bio-chemical
accumulation, Cd in molluscs is described by the integral of the Cd/shell-wt index with growth (by weight)
of the shells.
Implications to monitoring a n d related research
To develop biological contaminant monitoring and
related activities as a branch of science, the divergency
between field and laboratory research must be reduced.
Recognizing that experimental uptake rates are proportional to dissolved metal concentrations, several
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Fig. 5. Models in biological contaminant
monitoring. (a) Rectangular pulses of ambient
contaminant level. (b) Partition equilibrium:
rapid equilibration of tissue residues with ambient contaminant levels. (c) Accumulation: derived variable with time. There is n o equilibrium
if growth of the independent variable is excluded. (d) Accumulation: derived variable with
growth of independent variable. A new balanced state may b e approximated, depending
on growth under new conditions. Small individuals reflect recent changes while large
organisms indicate longer-term average contaminant levels M mass of accumulated contaminant
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authors (Majori & Petronio 1973, Ritz et al. 1982; see
also Phillips & Segar 1986) suggested measuring the
rates of metal uptake by molluscs transplanted into
contaminated environments at short-term intervals.
The concentration of metals in the water might then be
estimated from the previously obtained laboratory
interrelationship between uptake rate and ambient
levels. The growth of organisms is explicitly excluded
as an uncontrollable factor which would interfere with
exactly determining the rates of metal uptake. This
approach means following the methodology of shortterm studies in the field.
The method of this study was to approximate a new
balanced state of organismic metal residues under con-
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trolled laboratory conditions. The concentration of metals in the natural environment might then be estimated
from field surveillance data in comparison with the
experimental interrelationship between ambient levels
and organismic residues. This approach depends on
growth in the environment concerned, according to a
model of bio-chemical accumulation. It represents a n
attempt towards improved simulation of field conditions in the laboratory.
The growth model (Fig. 5d) conforms with the
assun~ptionthat larger (older) individuals indicate a
long-term average level of ambient metals, while small
(young) specimens are influenced by recent changes.
Consequently, large specimens should not be analysed
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where investigations are intended to detect short-term
changes. In any case, laboratory and field transplant
experiments should b e performed with small (juvenile)
specimens, allowing them to grow as much as possible
in their new environment.
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.
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additional option of evaluating a broad data base with
respect to eutrophication (Flscher 1986a, c) - a formldable problem in many coastal environments (Goldberg
1982). The need to have organisms grow to approximate a new steady-state equilibrium of contaminant
resldues suggests using effects on growth as a n ecologically valid response to contaminants (Bryan 1971,
Fischer 1986b, this study: Fig. 3 ) . These aspects appear
promising to increase the potential of the 'mussel
watch', but further investigations are required to
establish (or reject) their significance.
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